
ST. JOHN BOSCO RC PRIMARY SCHOOLDesign and TechnologySkills Map
YEAR 6

Focus: Mechanisms Focus: Construction and Textiles Focus: Cooking
Design  Use research and develop criteria to inform thedesign of innovative, functional, appealing productsthat are fit for purpose, aimed at particularindividuals or groups

 Generate, develop, model and communicate ideasthrough discussion, annotated sketches, cross-sectional and exploded diagrams, prototypes, patternpieces and computer-aided design
 Can they use a range of information to inform theirdesign?
 Can they use market research to inform plans?
 Can they work within constraints?
 Can they justify their plan to someone else?
 Can they keep cost constraints in mind when selectingmaterials in design?
 Do they use their knowledge of science and art whendesigning?
 Can they draw scaled diagrams with increasing use ofratio?
 Can they calculate the amount of materials needed usethis to estimate cost?
 Have they considered the use of the product whenselecting materials?
 Can they make up a prototype first?

 Use research and develop criteria to inform the designof innovative, functional, appealing products that arefit for purpose, aimed at particular individuals orgroups
 Generate, develop, model and communicate ideasthrough discussion, annotated sketches, cross-sectionaland exploded diagrams, prototypes, pattern pieces andcomputer-aided design
 Can they use a range of information to inform theirdesign?
 Can they use market research to inform plans?
 Can they work within constraints?
 Can they justify their plan to someone else?
 Can they keep cost constraints in mind when selectingmaterials in design?
 Do they use their knowledge of science and art whendesigning?
 Can they draw scaled diagrams with increasing use ofratio?
 Can they calculate the amount of materials needed usethis to estimate cost?
 Have they considered the use of the product whenselecting materials?

 Use research and develop criteria to inform thedesign of innovative, functional, appealing productsthat are fit for purpose, aimed at particularindividuals or groups
 Generate, develop, model and communicate ideasthrough discussion, annotated sketches, cross-sectional and exploded diagrams, prototypes, patternpieces and computer-aided design
 Can they consider culture and society in their foodchoices?
 Can they keep cost constraints in mind whenselecting ingredients?
 Can they calculate the amount of ingredients neededuse this to estimate cost?
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Make  Select from and use a wider range of tools and equipment toperform practical tasks [for example, cutting, shaping, joining andfinishing], accurately

 Select from and use a wider range of materials and components,including construction materials, textiles and ingredients,according to their functional properties and aesthetic qualities
 Can they measure and cut out in precise detail, and make surethat finished products are carefully finished?
 Can they make separate elements of a model, with improvementswhere necessary, before combining into the finished article?
 can they produce a simple instruction manual or handbook fortheir product?
 Can they use a range of joining techniques?
 Can they choose appropriate tools and materials to ensure thatthe final product will appeal to the audience?
 Can they use a range of tools and equipment with good accuracyand effectiveness, within established safety parameters?
 Can they consider the audience when choosing textiles?



TechnicalKnowledge  Apply their understanding of how to strengthen,stiffen and reinforce more complex structures
 Understand and use mechanical systems in theirproducts [for example, gears, pulleys, cams, leversand linkages]
 Understand and use electrical systems in theirproducts [for example, series circuits incorporatingswitches, bulbs, buzzers and motors]
 Apply their understanding of computing to program,monitor and control products
 Can they create designs including hydraulics andpneumatics when where appropriate?
 Can they use different kinds of circuits in theirproduct to improve it?
 Can they incorporate a switch into their product?
 Can they incorporate hydraulics and pneumatics?
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Cooking AndNutrition    understand and apply the principles of a healthy andvaried diet

 prepare and cook a variety of predominantly savourydishes using a range of cooking techniques
 understand seasonality and know where and how avariety of ingredients are grown, reared, caught andprocessed.
 Can they use proportions when cooking extendingbeyond doubling and halving recipes?
 Can they begin to write their own recipes based onrecipes they have previously tried?
 Can they make choices/changes to recipes andjustify their decision?

EVALUATE - ALL MODULES
EVALUATE  Investigate and analyse a range of existing products

 Evaluate ideas and products against their own design criteria and consider theviews of others to improve their work
 Understand how key events and individuals have helped shape the world

 How well do they test and evaluate their final product?
 Can they assess and explain whether it is fit for purpose?
 Can they describe and explain what would improve it and why?
 Can they discuss whether different resources have improved their product?
 Can they explain if they need more or different information to make it evenbetter?
 Can they test and evaluate commercial products, understanding how thisinformation supports their own designs?
 Can they evaluate a range of different sources of information such as advertisingand handbooks?
 Can they demonstrate that their product is strong and fit for purpose?
 Are they motivated to refine and further improve their product

COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN
DESIGN  Generate, develop, model and communicate ideas through discussion, annotatedsketches, crosssectional and exploded diagrams, prototypes, pattern pieces andcomputer-aided design

 Can they research products online?
 Can they create a survey on the computer to research their product?


